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1. Preface
Thank you for purchasing Mikasa MRH type vibration roller.
 ەThis instruction manual describes the proper methods for using Mikasa vibration roller,
as well as simple checks and maintenances. Be sure to read this instruction manual
before operation, in order to get full use of the excellent performance of this machine, to
improve your operation and to perform engineering work effectively.
 ەAfter reading this manual, store it in a handy location for easy reference.
 ەFor details about the engine of this machine, see the separate instruction manual.
 ەFor inquiries about repair parts, parts lists, service manuals, and repair of the machine,
please contact the shop where you purchased, our sales office, or Mikasa Parts Service
Center.
In addition, parts lists are available on the MIKASA website at:
http://www.mikasas.com/english/
The illustrations and Figures in this manual may be different from the machine you actually
purchased due to design changes and other reasons for improvement.

2. Machinery Overview
࠙Applicationsࠚ
Mikasa vibration roller is that powerful single axis lets vibrate both drums and compact the
ground.
Compaction is more effective for most of the ground except soft ground kept much moisture.
So various applications such like soil & sand, soil, gravel and asphalt compactions can be
applied.
Vibration system and traveling system are both independent, and static pressure compaction
and working with some degrees of inclined area can also possible.
Wide range compaction is also applicable with working efficiency.
But the machine does not comply with the area, where is already well compacted and with
which hard soil more than the performance of the roller. It causes serious damage for the roller.
Be sure to escape the roller from the above working conditions.
࠙Structureࠚ
The upper part of the machine consists of engine , hydraulic pump, oil tank, electromagnetic
clutch, water tank, handlebar.ࠉThe upper part of the machine is fixed to frame to connect with
lower part through VKRFNDEVRUELQJUXEEHU.
The machine lower part consists of a vibrator part, a drum part and a frame supporting vibrator.
The machine lower part has vibrator, drum, frame. Vibrator unit generates vibration in-between
both drums, each of which is traveled by each hydraulic motor. Frame is consisted of as main
body.
࠙Power Transferࠚ
A air-cooled single cylinder gasoline engine is mounted on, of which power output is transferred through centrifugal clutch.
A centrifugal clutch is engaged with by the acceleration of engine speed.
Rubber Coupling with pins built-in Clutch Drum transfers the engine power to Hydraulic Pump
for traveling.
Hydraulic Pump generates hydraulic pressure through out hydraulic hose calling from oil tank.
Hydraulic pressure is transferred to hydraulic motor built-in Drum Bracket to move the drum.
Traveling speed and Forward-Reverse motion is adjusted by the incline motion of Travel
Lever. The adjustment of Control Cable can let trunnion spin of hydraulic pump, and the one
of Body side can let Handle Bar move slightly.
Centrifugal Clutch Drum united with V-pulley(1), is connected through V-belt to V-pulley(2) at
the counter axis end. Output Axis of Electromagnetic Clutch is connected to V-pulley(3) to
rotate, and transferred to V-pulley(4) to switch Vibration system.
The vibration generated by Vibration unit is transferred to Side Plate, Drum Bracket and Drum
in order, to compact the ground with Dynamic Vibration Force.
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3. Warning labels
The triangle shaped
marks used in this manual and on the decals stuck on the main
body indicate common hazards. Be sure to read and observe the cautions described.
Warning labels indicating hazards to humans and to equipment.
DANGER: Denotes an extreme hazard. It calls attention to a procedure, practice, condition or the like,
which, if not correctly performed or adhered to, is likely to result in serious injury or death.
WARNING: Denotes a hazard. It calls attention to a procedure, practice, condition or the like, which, if
not correctly performed or adhered to, could result in serious injury or death.
CAUTION: Denotes a hazard. It calls attention to a procedure, practice, condition or the like, which, if
not correctly performed or adhered to, could result in injury to people and may damage or
destroy the product.
Precautions (without a triangular mark): Failure to follow the instructions may result in damage to property.

4. Precautions for safety
4.1 General precautions WARNING
WARNING:

CAUTION:

䃂 Do not work in the following conditions.
䂾 If you do not feel well due to overwork or illness.
䂾 If you are taking any medicine.
䂾 If you are under the influence of alcohol.
䃂 Read this instruction manual carefully and handle the machine as

described so that you can work safely.

䃂 For details about the engine, refer the separate instruction manual for

the engine.

䃂 Make sure you thoroughly understand the construction and operation

of the machine.

䃂 Please execute former check to operate, periodic self inspection,

specification self inspection surely.

䃂 To work safely, always wear protective clothing (helmet, safety

glasses, safety shoes, ear plugs etc.) and appropriate work clothes.

䃂 Please wear Hearing protector ( noise protective equipment of ear

muff or ear stoppers) by all means.

䃂 Always check the machine to make sure that it is normal before

starting operation.

䃂 The decals on the machine body (operating methods, warning decals,

etc.) are very important to ensure safety. Keep the machine body
clean so that they can be read at all times. If any decal cannot be
read, replace it with a new one.
䃂 It is very dangerous if children come into contact with the machine.
Take the utmost care about how and where the machine is stored.
䃂 Before performing any maintenance, be sure to turn the engine off.
䃂 Mikasa does not accept any liability for accidents or problems caused
as a result of not using genuine Mikasa parts or if the machine has
been modified.

4.2 Precautions when adding fuel
DANGER:

䃂 When adding fuel.
䂾 Be sure to work in a well ventilated location.
䂾 Be sure to turn the engine off and wait until it has cooled down.
䂾 Take the machine to a clear flat location without any combustibles

nearby. Be careful not to spill any fuel. If you do spill some
gasoline, wipe it all up.
䂾 Do not allow any open flames nearby while adding fuel. (In
particular, smoking while adding fuel is strictly prohibited.)
䃂 Adding fuel until it comes too close to the top of the inlet may cause
the fuel to overflow. That is dangerous. Follow the instructions in the
engine manual about the specified fuel level.
䃂 When through adding fuel, tighten the tank cap securely.
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4.3 Precautions about where to use the machine
DANGER: 䃂 Do not run the engine in an unventilated location, such as indoors or in a
tunnel. The exhaust gas from the engine is carbon monoxide and is deadly.
䃂 Do not operate the machine near open fires.
4.4 Precautions when working

Ring stopper
is useless

nt
gradie
Steep

Ring stopper
is buried

Roadbed is soft

Dang
rollov er of
er

Burn warning
Muffler

WARNING: 䃂 Keep engine speed as specified during the work and traveling.
Especially in inclined area, keep the specified speed. Otherwise,
engine may stop and the roller goes down by its weight.
If it happened, move Travel Lever to “Stop” position(Neutral position)
promptly, which lets the drum not to roll automatically. Then use
Parking Brake to lock drums, and put on the ring stopper for the safety
sake.
䃂 If the inclined angle is too big or the roadbed is too soft, the ring
stopper is useless as referred to the right figure.
Select the suitable ring stopper depends on working conditions.
䃂 In the work with inclined area, the well-skilled worker is required to
avoid any danger.
䃂 Working with side slope may have danger of rollover. Do not use the
machine, which becomes working with side slop, and move the
machine to go vertical up & down against slope with speed at low
possibly by adjusting the speed of Travel Lever.
Besides, keep other workers away from the downwards of the
machine.
䃂 Keep other workers away from the roller in operation especially in
case of fears of the machine fell down.
䃂 In the work with inclined area, operator should stand at right side or
left side of Handle Bar, and be sure not to go straight back of Handle
Bar.
䃂 In the work in reverse, operator also should stand at right side or left
side of Handle Bar, avoiding from standing back of Handle Bar.
䃂 Lock parking brake in parking, together with ring stopper in front and
back of drums.
At the slope, avoid parking as much as possible.
But in the case of parking in inclined area, try to lock parking brake at
slow speed in operation to find the locking position safely, then
confirm parking lock safely. Travel Lever returns to Neutral position to
stop, and raise ring stopper at each drum.
Select the suitable ring stopper especially for inclined parking.
Do
not tough with muffler when it is hot.
䃂
䃂 Before starts engine, be sure to keep other people or obstacles away
CAUTION:
from the roller. Then move Travel Lever to neutral position keeping
with Vibration Lever off to start engine.
䃂 Always confirm the positions of obstacle such like telephone pole or
wall, and keep safely distance from other construction equipment and
workers.
䃂 Always keep any other workers out in working range.
䃂 Do not operate the machine with handlebar being folded, because it is
not easy to keep the right position and be dangerous. Especially in
reverse motion, the operator may be wedged between the one and
obstacle.
䃂 Do not look away, and do not drive aggressively. Switch
Front-Reverse motion with Travel Lever slow and smoothly. Do not
operate at high-speed, sudden acceleration, nor sudden stopping
except emergency.
䃂 Keep the 2m distance at minimum from a block wall, and be
sure to turn always in forward traveling at safer area.
䃂 In the night, always light up a working place good
enough to illuminate.
䃂 When fogging or in a strong wind is expected danger in working
conditions, cancel the work immediately.
䃂 If you face any trouble or abnormality of the machine, cancel the work
immediately, and contact business owner to have suitable measures.

Do not raise
handlebar
in work

Stop
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4.5 㩷 Precaution to truck with road board about unloading

㩷

WARNING: 䃂 Keep engine speed as specified during the work and traveling.
Especially in inclined area, keep the specified speed. Otherwise,
engine may stop and the roller goes down by its weight.
If it happened, move Travel Lever to “Stop” position(Neutral
position) promptly, which lets the drum not to roll automatically.
Operator should stand at right side or left side of Handle Bar, and
be sure not to go straight back of Handle Bar.
CAUTION: 䃂 Do unloading work under instructions of the designated leader.
䃂 Truck, road board and rolling drum must keep away from any mud,
oil, snow, ice and etc. Then start unloading work after cleaning them fully.
䃂 Engage parking brake with Transporter, and set ring stopper at drum rolls
䃂 Match the span of road board according to a roller width, and keep
the incline angle max at 15 degree.
䃂 Fix a course precisely before running onto a road board.
Generally, do loading in forward motion, and do unloading in
reverse motion.

4.6 Precaution in lifting
Lifting license is required for up loading and lowering with crane. Be sure to work with a licensing holder in crane..
CAUTION: 䃂 Before lifting work, be sure to confirm security. Check any breakage of body
parts(Lifting hook, Shock absorbing rubber, Safety guard, etc) or
looseness/falling off of screws.
䃂 When lifting, stop the engine first.
䃂 Use wire rope good enough with strength.
䃂 Manage to use one-point lifting hook, to be straight and avoid shock.
䃂 Avoid any sudden lifting up and down work, especially done by crane device
with hydraulic excavator.
䃂 Keep any person or animal away from under the lifted machine.
䃂 For security, do not lift the machine up more than it required.

4.7 Precaution in transportation
WARNING: 䃂 When transporting, stop the engine for security.
䃂 Drain fuel completely before transporting the machine.
䃂 Engage Parking Brake, and put ring stopper in front & rear of drums to roll on,
then use wire rope with tow catches for security.

4.8 Precaution in maintenance

WARNING: 䃂 Battery liquid is dangerous drug, and pay special attention to handle. When added
battery liquid to skin, eye, clothes, wash it completely with much quantity of water,
and medical check by medical specialist is recommended.
CAUTION: 䃂 In case of hydraulic distribution pipes removed, release hydraulic pressure in piping
by all means. High pressure in hydraulic circuit may give a worker danger.
䃂 Lubrication oil and engine oil may be very hot, and bring burn injury, and do not start
maintenance while oil remains hot.
䃂 After performing any maintenance, check the conditions of salfety components and
general safety of the machine. In particular, check bolts and nuts thoroughly.
䃂 Electromagnetic clutch system consists of soft materials a lot.
Slapping, dropping, added force may cause bruise and transformation, and in the
event, it leads malfunction and a lack of torque.
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Burn warning
Muffler

WARNING: 䃂 Appropriate maintenance is always required for safety operation. Improper maintenance on traveling device may lead serious accident especially. Pay full attention to
maintain the machine in good condition.
CAUTION: 䃂 Be sure to stop engine always before checking the machine.
䃂 Do not tough with muffler when it is hot.

4.9 Precaution in working with folded handlebar
WARNING: 䃂 Confirm a function and presence of any damage of a handlebar and locking
device.
When it was damaged and lifted up, serious accident may happen.
䃂 When lifting handlebar, pay enough attention not to damage waists.
䃂 While lifting handlebar, do not release hands. There is a danger to suffer
serious injury by attacking human body by any chance. Also it may happen
to damage machine itself.
䃂 Confirm handlebar was securely locked. Incomplete lock may lead
handlebar falls, and get damage to owe serious casualty.
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4.10 Installation position figure of NAME PLATE
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PARTS LIST of NAME PLATES
MRH-700GS
REF No.

1
2
3
4
5
7
8
9
10
11
12
14
15
16
17
18
19
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
29
30
31

PART No.

9202-05690
9202-22080
9202-06280
9201-02490
9201-01480
9202-08070
9201-01200
9201-08070
9202-06160
9202-06200
9202-03330
9201-08610
9202-00320
9202-08390
9202-06290
9202-02810
9201-04280
9202-07870
9202-05640
9201-05170
9202-07860
9202-01450
9202-02920
9202-07880
9201-06790
9201-06780
9202-05080

PART NAME

DECAL, BRAKE
DECAL E/G SET2600-2650
DECAL, DANGER
DECAL, LAMP
DECAL, OIL LEVEL
DECAL PARKING BRAKE
DECAL,GREASE
DECAL, FORWARD & REVERSE
DECAL PARKING
DECAL, SPRINKLER
EAR PROTECTION LABEL
DECAL MIKASA/440,W
DECAL, WATER TANK/EXP
DECAL,MODEL/MRH-700GS
DECAL,CAUTION(MANUAL/EXP
DECAL,CAUTION(VIB.ON-OFF)
DECAL, CAUTION /DRAINAGE
DECAL,CAUTION(GENERAL)
DECAL, WARNING(PARKING)
DECAL,THROTTLE
DECAL,CAUTION(MISSTION PV
DECAL, HORN
DECAL, CAUTION(BRAKE)
DECAL,WARNING
DECAL, V-BELT(A-38RED)
DECAL, V-BELT(3V-300)
DECAL, SWITCH ON-OFF

Q’ TY

REMARK

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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4.11 Safety label and safety information
Read owner’s
manual

Pay attention to
hearing disorder
by the noise

Not rolled up in
the turning part

Read operator's manual carefully
before use by all means, and
please understand enough
operation contents.

While runs this, please wear hearing
protector by all means.
There is fear of hearing disorder by
the noise.

Your hand and body and clothes do not seem
to touch rotating part such as V-belt or crank
shaft in driving, and please do not approach it.
When be rolled up in rotating part, bear
serious obstacle.

General precaution

PART NO.9202-07870
DECAL,CAUTION
(GENERAL)
Drawing No. NPA-787

CAUTION
1. Do not operate this roller unless you have finished special training for its operation.
2. Read Operation Manual thoroughly before operating the machine.
3. Wear necessary protectors and proper work clothes.
4. When refuelling, stop the engine and allow it to cool.
5. Start and operate only in well-ventilated area.
Breathing exhaust fumes can result in sickness or death.
6. Keep travel lever in neutral and vibration lever in the OFF position, then start the engine with the
throttle lever held below full speed.
7. Before you discontinue your work and leave the roller, make sure to stop engine and apply
parking brake. Engage blockings to front and rear drums with wooden piece or the like, but do not
park your roller on slope.
8. Remove mud, oil or snow off the drums to avoid slipping before loading or unloading with ramp
board in use.
9. Loading or unloading by means of crane should be carried out in safety area by qualified
personnel.
Use single point hook avoiding any impact damage.
10. For transport, shutdown engine, engage brake, apply blocking to drums and secure the roller with
ropes using towing hook provided at front and rear ends.

Handle With Care of OIL PUMP
CAUTION
When moving with engine shutdown
Release hydraulic brake as shown in skethch to the left.
Try not to tow the machine with vehicle as it may cause trouble.
Upon completion of moving, be sure to tighten the valve.
Observe proper tightening troque.
When loose or damaged due to over - tightening.
Machine may roll down the slope.
PART NO.9202-07860
Never unload hydraulic system using above procedure while machine is on an incline as machine roll
DECAL,CAUTION
down the slope.
(MISSTION PV)
Make sure that hydraulic oil level does not fall below mid-position on the gauge.
Drawing No. NPA-786
WARNING

WORKING ON AN INCLINE
Always operate engine of full throttle.
Should engine speed stop or decrease in speed for any reason, immediately place travel lever in stop
position and block drums as gravity could cause the machine to roll down incline.
After correcting any problem run engine to full speed and resume safe work speed.
Should it be necessary to stop on an incline for any reason, place travel lever in stop position and
block front and rear drums.
PART NO.9202-07880 DECAL, WARNING ࠉࠉDrawing No. NPA-786

CAUTION

PARKING ON AN INCLINE
۔When stopping or parking the machine on a incline, adhere to following procedure.
1. Place travel lever in stop position.
2. Apply parking brake, and block front and rear drums.
3. Stop the engine.
۔If engine is stopped first, the machine may roll on incline and cause damage or injury.
ࠉWherever parking the machine, keep travel lever in the stop position.
PART NO.9202-06160 DECAL, PARKING ࠉࠉDrawing No. NPA-616

WARNING ەShould the machine be necessary to be parked on an incline, place travel lever in stop position first and block
ࠉfront and rear drums. Then stop the engine.
ەIf engine is stopped first, the machine may roll on incline and cause damage or injury.
ەWhenever parking the machine, keep travel lever in the stop position.
PART NO.9202-05640 DECAL, WARNING ( PARKING ) ࠉࠉDrawing No. NPA-616
CAUTION

۔BEFORE ENGINE STARTING
ࠉTravel lever should be in neutral position.
۔BEFORE TRAVELING THE ROLLER
ࠉParking brake should be disengaged.

PART NO.9202-02920 DECAL, CAUTION ( BRAKE ) ࠉࠉDrawing No. NPA-292
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ENGINE OIL LEVEL WARNING BUZZER
If buzzer sound persits after starting engine, stop
the engine immediately and check the oil level.

PART NO.9202-02910 DECAL, BUZZER ( HYDRAULIC ) ࠉࠉDrawing No. NPA-291

In cold season for housing, drain from water tank
and hoses to prevent freezing.
PART NO.9202-04280 DECAL, CAUTION / DRAINAGE ࠉࠉDrawing No. NP-428

5. General view
5.1

DIMENSIONS
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㻹㻾㻴㻙㻣㻜㻜
㻞㻘㻢㻣㻜㼙㼙
㻝㻘㻠㻞㻜㼙㼙
㻞㻤㻜㼙㼙
㻡㻤㻜㼙㼙
㻟㻡㻜㼙㼙
㻢㻥㻞㼙㼙
㻟㻠㻢㼙㼙
㻝㻘㻥㻤㻡㼙㼙
㻝㻘㻝㻣㻜㼙㼙
㻥㻤㻜㼙㼙
㻝㻘㻝㻞㻜㼙㼙
㻞㻟㻤㼙㼙
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5.2 Part names and positions of device
Handlebar
(in housing)

Travelling lever

Hook

Oil tank

Handlebar
(in operation)

Arrester, DEAD-MAN
Throttle lever
(ENGINE)

Scraper ( inside )
Vibration switch
Switch of light

Oil supply port
(hydraulic oil)

Fuel tank cap

(ON-OFF)

HANDLE(COVER)

Water tank

(ON-OFF)

Horn button

Water tank cap
Ccenter cover ( bonnet )
Muffler
Air cleaner

Fuel cook

Battery

Recoil
for manual start

Handlebar
stopper pin

Engine starting switch

Engine oil
supply port

䢢䢢+RUQ䢢
( Backside of light )

Light
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Notch to tie rope

Sprinkling cook
Parking brake

Scraper ( outside )

6. Specification
6.1 Roller ( body )
㻹㻾㻴㻙㻣㻜㻜㻳㻿

MODEL
Body Dimension ( mm )
䚷Overall Length ( in operation )
( in housing)
䚷Overall Height ( in operation)
( in housing )
Overall Width
Distance between axes
Drum Width
Curb Clearance
Side Overhang
Drum Dimension ( mm )
㻰㼞㼡㼙㻌㻰㼕㼍
㻰㼞㼡㼙㻌㼃㼕㼐㼠㼔
Weight ( kg )
With Water ( Half quantity )
Dry Weight
Performance
Working Speed ( km/h )
Gradeability ( % )
Vibration Frequency Hz ( C.P.M.)
Centrifugal Force ( kgf )
Water Tank Capacity ( L )
㻸㼡㼎㼞㼕㼏㼍㼠㼕㼚㼓㻌㻻㼕㼘㻌㻌㻔㻌㻸㻌㻕

㻞㻢㻣㻜
㻝㻠㻞㻜
㻝㻝㻣㻜
㻝㻥㻤㻡
㻢㻥㻞
㻡㻤㻜
㻢㻡㻜
㻞㻟㻤
㻞㻝
㻠㻜㻢
㻢㻡㻜
㻢㻤㻜
㻢㻟㻡
㻜䡚㻟
㻟㻡
㻡㻡㻔㻟㻟㻜㻜㻕
㻞㻟㻚㻡㻔㻞㻠㻜㻜㻕
㻠㻜
㻞㻡

ͤFeatures and specifications are
subject to change without
notification.

6.2 Engine (motor)
M
O
T
O
䚷
R

Maker
Engine Model
㻙㻝
Maximum output kw/min
(PS/r.p.m.)
Starting System
㻙㻝
Max. set speed of rotation min

㻴㼛㼚㼐㼍
㻳㼄㻙㻟㻥㻜
㻤㻚㻣㻛㻟㻢㻜㻜
㻔㻝㻝㻚㻥㻛㻟㻢㻜㻜㻕
Electric / Recoil Start
㻞㻘㻢㻡㻜

䚷 Oil pump maker
Model

㻰㻭㻵㻷㻵㻺
䠬䠲䠍䠌

7. Before operating
㻌
the roller
CAUTION

Check your roller with engine stopped.Open center cover and support it with strut by
inserting its end to the hole in the base.See Figs.1 and 2.
&HQWHUFRYHU
6WUXW
KROH

Fig. 1

Fig. 2
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Check each part before work
㻯㼔㼑㼏㼗㻌㼜㼛㼕㼚㼠
㼂㼕㼟㼡㼍㼘㻌㼕㼚㼟㼜㼑㼏㼠㼕㼛㼚
㻴㼛㼛㼗
㻲㼡㼑㼘㻌㼠㼍㼚㼗
㻲㼡㼑㼘㻌㼟㼥㼟㼠㼑㼙
㻱㼚㼓㼕㼚㼑㻌㼛㼕㼘
㻻㼕㼘㻌㼠㼍㼚㼗
㼂㻙㼎㼑㼘㼠㻌㼒㼛㼞㻌㼢㼕㼎㼞㼍㼠㼛㼞
㻲㼍㼚㻌㼎㼑㼘㼠
㻻㼕㼘㻌㼜㼞㼑㼟㼟㼡㼞㼑㻌㼜㼕㼜㼑㻌㼘㼕㼚㼑㻌㼟㼥㼟㼠㼑㼙
㻴㼛㼞㼚
㻴㼑㼍㼐㻌㼘㼕㼓㼔㼠
㼀㼞㼍㼢㼑㼘㼕㼚㼓㻌㼘㼑㼢㼑㼞㻌㻒㻌㼜㼍㼞㼠㻌㼛㼒㻌㼞㼕㼚㼗㻌㼟㼥㼟㼠㼑㼙
㻻㼜㼑㼞㼍㼠㼕㼛㼚㻌㼛㼒㻌㼠㼞㼍㼢㼑㼘㼕㼚㼓㻌㼘㼑㼢㼑㼞㻘㻌㼞㼕㼚㼗㻌㼛㼞㼕㼓㼕㼚
㻭㼞㼞㼑㼟㼠㼑㼞㻘㻌㻰㻱㻭㻰㻙㻹㻭㻺
㻿㼏㼞㼍㼜㼑㼞
㻮㼛㼘㼠㻘㻌㼚㼡㼠㼟

㻯㼏㼔㼑㼏㼗㻌㼕㼠㼑㼙
Crack䚸Skewness
Falling off䚸Breakage䚸Crack䚸Looseness and falling off of bolt & nuts
Leak䚸Quantity of oil䚸䚷Dirt
Leak
Leak䚸Quantity of oil䚸䚷Dirt
Leak䚸Quantity of oil䚸䚷Dirt
Crack䚸Tension
Crack䚸Tension
Leak䚸Looseness䚸Crack䚸Abrasion
Operation check
Lighting check
Falling off䚸Breakage䚸Crack䚸Looseness and falling off of bolt & nuts
Operation check䚸Permissible error
Operation check
Curve䚸Damage䚸Adjustment
㻸㼛㼛㼟㼑㼚㼑㼟㼟䚸㻲㼍㼘㼘㼕㼚㼓㻌㼛㼒㼒

The check is details of engine isUHIHUUHG to engine instruction manual independently.
㻣㻙㻝㻌 㻴㼥㼐㼞㼍㼡㼘㼕㼏㻌㻿㼥㼟㼠㼑㼙㻌㻔㻲㼕㼓㻚㻟㻕
 ەCheck oil tank level gauge and make
sure that oil is up to specified level
(middle of the gauge). At the time of
shipment, it is filled with Idemitsu Duffny
Super Hydro 46ST (25 liters).
 ەCheck oil tank, oil pump, oil motor and
hose joints for any leakage.

Lubrication port

Oil tank
Oil level

㻣㻙㻞㻌 㻱㼚㼓㼕㼚㼑㻌㻔㻲㼕㼓㻚㻠㻕㻌
㻌
 ەCheck engine oil for proper level (See separate
Engine Instruction Manual for details.)

Fig. 3

㻣㻙㻟㻌 㼂㼕㼎㼞㼍㼠㼛㼞㻌㼁㼚㼕㼠㻌
㻌
 ەWith center cover opened, check V-belt for
proper tension. With insufficient tension,
vibration does not transfer sufficiently. (Fig.5)
 ەCheck

vibrator casing for any oil leakage.
If any leakage is noticed, check the oil level with
level plug removed off the side plate. (Fig.6)
Fig. 4
Oil level plug

V-belt

Fig. 5

Warning Please do check the belt after
stopping engine by all means.
Keep hand and clothes away from rotating
part ( belt, pulley, etc.).
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Fig. 6

㻣㻙㻠 Operation Device
ە

Check each lever and wire (travel, throttle) for
proper function.(Fig.7)

ە

With travel lever placed in reverse, push
Arrester, DEAD-MAN to verify that travel lever
returns to neutral position. (Fig.8)

ە

Travel Lever returns to neutral position
automatically if lever is released. (CE type)

ە

Press horn button to check for proper function.
(Fig.7)

㼀㼞㼍㼢㼑㼘㼘㼕㼚㼓㻌㼘㼑㼢㼑㼞

㻴㼛㼞㼚㻌㼎㼡㼠㼠㼛㼚

)LJ

㻭㼞㼞㼑㼟㼠㼑㼞㻘㻌㻰㻱㻭㻰㻙㻹㻭㻺

㼀㼞㼍㼢㼑㼘㼘㼕㼚㼓
㼘㼑㼢㼑㼞

㻣㻙㻡 Water Sprinkler System
ە

For watering work, fill water tank in the back with
water. Its capacity is 40 liters. (Fig.9)

㻲㼛㼞㼣㼍㼞㼐
㻮㼍㼏㼗

CAUTION: Be careful not be confused with oil
tank.
ە

Open the cook of front & rear drums, and please
confirm the water flow.

㻣㻙㻢 Scraper on Each Drum (Fig.10)
 ەCheck to see if it is not clogged with mud, bent or
damaged in any other way.
 ەAdjust clearance between drums and scrapers as
necessary.

㻿㼠㼛㼜

㻼㼡㼟㼔

Fig. 8

Water tank

㻣㻙㻣 Others
ە

Check bolts, nuts and screws on each part of
machine (including engine) for proper tightness.

Fig. 9

Fig. 10
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㪏㪅 Operation
㩷 㩷

ELECTRIC STARTER TYPES

㪏㪄㪈 Starting up
䃂 Align throttle lever with the position for Operation.
䃂 Travel lever should be in neutral and vibration lever
in OFF positions.
CIRCUIT PROTECTOR (Fig.11)
The circuit protector protects the battery charging
circuit. A short circuit, or a battery connected with
reverse polarity, will trip the circuit breaker.

10

1((

%+4%7+6
2416'%614

The green indicator inside the circuit protector will
pop out to show that the circuit protector has
switched off. If this occurs, determine the cause of
the problem, and correct it before resetting the
circuit protector.

Fig. 11
FUEL VALVE LEVER

Push the circuit protector button to reset.
WARNING: Carbon monoxide gas is toxic.
Breathing it can cause unconsciousness and even kill you.
Avoid any areas or actions that
expose you to carbon monoxide.
STARTING THE ENGINE
1. Move the fuel valve lever to the ON position. (Fig.12)

ON
O0
1
N

OFF

Fig. 12

2. To start a cold engine, move the choke lever to the
CLOSED position. (Fig.13)
3. Turn the engine switch to the ON position. (Fig.14)

CHOKE LEVER
CLOSED

4. Operate the starter.
RECOIL STARTER (Fig.15)

Pull the starter grip lightly until you feel resistance,
then pull briskly in the direction of the arrow as
shown below. Return the starter grip gently.
OPEN

CAUTION: Do not allow the starter grip to snap
back against the engine.
Return it gently to prevent damage
to the starter.

CLOSED

Fig. 13

ELECTRIC STARTER TYPES

ON

10

Starter Grip

ENGINE SWITCH

Direction to pull
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Fig. 14

Fig.15
15

ELECTRIC STARTER (Fig.16)

ELECTRIC STARTER TYPES

Turn the key to the START position, and hold it there
until the engine starts.

START

If the engine fails to start within 5 seconds, release
the key, and wait at least 10 seconds before
operating the starter again.
CAUTION: Using the electric starter for more
than 5 seconds at a time will
overheat the starter motor and can
damage it.

START

ENGINE SWITCH

Fig. 16

When the engine starts, release the key, allowing it
to return to the ON position.
6. If the choke lever or choke rod (applicable types)
has been moved to the CLOSED position to start the
engine, gradually move it to the OPEN position as
the engine warms up. (Fig.17)

CHOKE LEVER
OPEN

٨ After starting, continue warm-up run for about 3

to 10 minutes. In cold weather particularly this
warm up is essential. Check for gas leakage or
any abnormal noise during this interval.
٨ If buzzer does not cease to sound after engine
has started, shutdown engine immediately and
check engine oil level. This buzzer has the
function of engine oil warning as well.
٨ Please confirm that horn sounds.
٨ Please confirm that a headlight lights.

㪏㪄㪉 Traveling
䃂 With throttle lever fully opened, increase the
engine rotation. (Fig.7)
䃂 Pushing travel lever slightly forward, causes the
roller to travel forward at micro speed. Pushing it
further, increases the travel speed. Depending on
how you move the travel lever, travel speed can
be varied steplessly between 0 and 3 km/h (for
both forward and reverse). Pulling the lever back
causes the roller to travel backward. (Fig.8)
CAUTION: B e f o r e s t a r t i n g t o t r a v e l , b e s u r e t o
disengage parking brake system. When the
lever is tight, moving the roller back and forth
will make it easier. (Fig.18)
 During work, do not reduce engine speed.
 When shifting travel lever from forward to reverse, be
sure to stop the lever at neutral position once. Do not
shift it all the way in one motion.

OPEN
CLOSED

Fig. 17

$TCMGNQEMGF

$TCMG
TGNGCUGF

Rear drum left side

Fig. 18
WARNING:
After test travel, shutdown engine to check for
any abnormality including oil leakage. If any
trouble should be found, do not operate the
roller before it is completely corrected.
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㻤㻙㻟 Vibration 㻌(Fig.19)
 ەThe roller begins vibration when I put a vibration
switch in ON from OFF.
CAUTION: Using the vibration with clutch slipping,
causes the clutch to burn. Also, vibration should not
be used over completely compacted area, paved
road surface or with the roller standing still.
In the case of next, please do not vibrate.
࣭When do not travel
࣭The place that fully hardened
࣭ In road surface after paving work
Machine or the road surface is damaged.

9LEON

Vibration switch

Fig. 19

㻤㻙㻠 Watering work㻌(Fig.20)
䖃 For sprinkler work, open the cock at the rear of
the body.
㻤㻙㻡 Safety system
䖃 Klaxon (horn) is provided.
䖃 Pressing Arrester, DEAD-MAN provided while
traveling in reverse, causes travel lever to return
to neutral position to bring the machine to stop.
(Fig.21)
DANGER: When operator be sandwiched in
between DEAD-MAN Arrester and obstacle, do not
continue grasping the traveling lever in back
position. Roller continues reversing, and it will hurt
operator.
When operator is wedged between, release your
hand from traveling lever.Or move traveling lever to
"STOP" position (or "FORWARD" position).

9LEOFF

Sprinkling

6WRS
Front drum
Rear drum

Water cock
Fig. 20

㻭㼞㼞㼑㼟㼠㼑㼞㻘㻌㻰㻱㻭㻰㻙㻹㻭㻺

㻤㻙㻢 Others
䖃 Using the roller in combination with plate
compactor (MIKASA MVC-Series) allows you to
finish asphalt surface in high efficiency.

㻿㼠㼛㼜
㼀㼞㼍㼢㼑㼘㼘㼕㼚㼓
㼘㼑㼢㼑㼞
㻲㼛㼞㼣㼍㼞㼐

㻮㼍㼏㼗

9.㻌 Stopping
㻌 㻌
the operation

䖃 With travel lever and vibration lever placed in

neutral and OFF position respectively, return
throttle lever to START position before
conducting cool down run for 3 to 5 minutes.
(Fig7, 8 and 19)
䖃 Returning the throttle lever to the MIN.position.
䖃 Turn the key switch to OFF position. (Fig.22)
䖃 Before leaving the machine, remove the key and
keep it to designated place.
CAUTION: Neglecting to return the key switch to O))
position causes the battery to discharge, making
impossible to start-up next time. ( When does not turn
the key into "off" position, it gives the sound of
buzzer. )

㻼㼡㼟㼔

Fig. 21
ELECTRIC STARTER TYPES

OFF

2 ))

ENGINE SWITCH

䖃 After having stopped, close the fuel cock.

(Fig. 23)
䖃 Lock the parking brake by pulling the brake knob
and rotating it 90 degrees counter clockwise.
(Fig. 18)
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Fig. 22
Parking brake system should always be kept
clean avoiding from mud depositing.

DANGER: When parking in the slope, turn the
traveling lever into "STOP" position, and also move
calmly to the position that parking brake locks.
( Parking brake is in the rear wheel drum left side. )
After having confirmed lock of parking brake, turn
traveling lever into stop, stop the engine, and use the
ring stopper.
Select suitable ring stopper from slope condition.
There is fear to run uncontrollably when does not
follow process.

FUEL VALVE LEVER

10

OFF

1((

Fig. 23

10.㩷 Machine transfer after engine stops
Besides emergency, do not take
WARNIG:
the next operation. There is fear to cause serious
obstacle or death accident when takes the wrong
handling.

㪦㫀㫃㩷㫇㫌㫄㫇

Unloading procedure (Fig.24 and 25)
䃂 After stopping engine, if you have to move the
roller by pushing it manually, loosen bolt of
by-pass valve on oil pump by one rotation, which
will cause hydraulic brake to be disengaged so
that you can move it with less effort.
䃂 After moving, do not forget to tighten the bolt
back again. Tightening torque is55 to 70 kgf-cm.

WARNING: Be careful with the handling of
tightening torque.
Do not tighten much, because it damage
needle-valve, and leak a hydraulic oil.
When a hydraulic oil does leak, there is danger to
run by itself even loose slope. In addition,
performance deteriorates in driving, and there is
the fear that operator becomes dangerous.

Fig. 24

㪩㪼㫃㪼㪸㫊㪼

㪈㪎㫄㫄㩷㪪㫇㪸㫅㫅㪼㫉

㪣㫆㪺㫂

Fig. 25

WARNING: Never conduct this unloading
procedure on slope. It may cause the roller to
roll down with its own weight if parking brake or
blocking is deficient.

CAUTION: Never tow this roller by means
of vehicle or the like. It will damage hydraulic
system.

11. Service and storage
㪈㪈㪄㪈㩷 Wash down dust and dirt off the machine. Area

around drums and scrapers should be cleaned
with particular care, as lodged mud will present
resistance.

㪈㪈㪄㪉㩷 Drain water tank completely using outlet.
㪈㪈㪄㪊㩷 Cover the machine to prevent dust and store it

in dry place, not exposed to sun.

11- 4 Long term storage
䃂 Conduct lubrication and oil change thoroughly.
䃂 For battery, disconnect terminals or dismount it

from the roller for storage.
䃂 Where ambient temperature may drop below
freezing point, add anti-freeze solution to coolant.
䃂 Cover the inlet and outlet of air cleaner and muffler
securely.
䃂 Store it inside building, not leaving it outdoor.
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12㧚Periodic check and coordination
12-1ޓEach part check schedule list

Check schedule
Daily
( before work )

Check point
Visual inspection
㪝㫌㪼㫃㩷㫋㪸㫅㫂
Hook

Ccheck item
Crack䇮Skewness
Leak䇮Quantity of oil䇮䇭Dirt
Falling off䇮Breakage䇮Crack

Type of oils and fats
Light oil

Looseness & falling off of bolt & nuts

Fuel system
Fuel filter
Engine oil
Oil tank
V-belt for vibrator
Fan belt
Oil pressure pipe line system
Horn
Head light

Leak
Dirt
Leak䇮Quantity of oil䇮䇭Dirt
Leak䇮Quantity of oil䇮䇭Dirt
Crack䇮Tension
Crack䇮Tension

Traveling lever &
part of rink system

Falling off䇮Breakage䇮Crack

Engine oil
Hydraulic oil

Leak䇮Looseness䇮Crack䇮Abrasion Hydraulic oil

Operation check
Lighting check
Looseness & falling off of bolt & nuts

㪦㫇㪼㫉㪸㫋㫀㫆㫅㩷㫆㪽㩷㫋㫉㪸㫍㪼㫃㫀㫅㪾㩷㫃㪼㫍㪼㫉㪃㩷㫉㫀㫅㫂㩷㫆㫉㫀㪾㫀㫅 Operation check䇮Permissible error

Arrester, DEAD-MAN
Scraper
Bolt, nuts
10 hours
Fan belt
20 hours
Engine oil
Engine oil filter
Every 50 hours Bearing of drum
Traveling lever corollary part
Lever for hydraulic pumps
Auto. stop device (DEAD-MAN Arrester)
Handle stopper
Parking brake
Filter for hydraulic oils
Every 100 hours Engine oil
Battery terminal
Vibrator oil
300 hours
Filter for hydraulic oils
500 hours
Hydraulic oil
1000 hours
Air-cleaner element
Irregular time
Hydraulic hose

Operation check
Curve䇮Damage䇮Adjustment
Looseness䇮Falling off
Check, adjustment
Only first time
Only first time
Supply of oils and fats
Supply of oils and fats
Supply of oils and fats
Supply of oils and fats
Supply of oils and fats
Supply of oils and fats
Exchange only first time in 50 h
Exchange
Cleaning
Exchange
Exchange
Exchange
Exchange
Exchange

Engine oil
Grease

Engine oil
Engine oil
Hydraulic oil

Refer the attached engine instruction manual about the details of check & maintenance for engine.
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㪈㪉㪄㪉 Engine
Please follow attached engine instruction manual
about daily inspection & periodic check and simple
adjustment & maintenance for engine.

㪈㪉㪄㪌 Check of Battery Power

㪈㪉㪄㪊 Main Body
Do check and maintenance in accordance with an
each part check schedule list of 18 pages.
Each refueling port refer to 22-23 pages.

䃂

㪈㪉㪄㪋 Neutral Adjustment of Travel Lever
( Fig.26 )

䃂

䃂

䃂

䃂

CAUTION: Be sure to shutdown engine
before proceeding with any adjustment.
If neutral position for forward and reverse travel
has been displaced, conduct the neutral
adjustment.
( When have traveled in engine starting )
If roller travels forward with the ball of ball
plunger remaining in V slot of the guide, loosen
M8 bolt and slide the slide plate slightly toward
engine (away). If it travels backward, slide the
slide plate toward side plate (back).
With M8 bolt tightened, start engine and check
the neutral for forward and reverse. If still
displaced, repeat the procedure.
In case neutral position of forward/reverse lever
has been displaced, use the turn buckle located
on the oil pump side of forward/reverse cable.

CAUTION: Fire is absolutely prohibited during
battery inspection as Inflammable gas generated
from battery may catch fire to explode.
Servicing the battery
Looseness or corrosion of terminal leads to
deficient contact.
When white powder is noticed at terminal, clean
it with lukewarm water before coating with
grease.
If corrosion is substantial, polish with wire brush
or sand paper and tighten securely not to allow
䃂 Dismounting and remounting of battery (Fig.27)
For dismounting, disconnect with negative
terminal first. For mounting, connect positive
terminal first, followed by negative terminal.
CAUTION: When connecting the cables,
definitely do not cause positive and negative
terminals to short circuit.
Connecting positive and negative oppositely, may
expose electric component to damage.

Oil pump

Fig. 27
䃂 Battery

inspection:

(External appearance check only for maintenance free type battery)
M8 Bolt
Slide plate
Ball plunger

Guide

Fig. 26
WARNING: The grease lack or rust
outbreak or damage of ball plunger is means
heavy movement of the traveling lever, and
produce malfunction of a traveling cable, and
there is fear to cause a serious accident.
Always check so that malfunction of ball
plunger does not happen. And do maintenance
of grease-up etc.

Check battery for crack or any other damage, If white
pattern appears (sulfation) inside the battery or paste
has accumulated at bottom, replace the battery with
new one.
SPECIFIC GRAVITY: Use hydrometer to measure
specific gravity of electrolyte and if it is below 1.230,
charging is required.
Completely charged: 1.270 -1.290
Lack of charging : 1.260 or lower
CAUTION: Electrolyte being a strong chemical,
care should be taken for its handling.
If it has gotten on skin, eyes, or clothing, wash down
with plenty of water and see doctor.
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㻝㻞㻙㻢 Check & Maintenance of Hydraulic System
Inspection (Figs.21 and 25)
㼍㻕

Check motor and pump for any damage.

㼎㻕

Check hoses and pipings for proper tightness
and make sure that there is no leakage.

F

G

Checking Nylon tubes for hydraulic oil intake
and drain:
Retighten brass nut if it is loosened and
leakage is noticed around. If the leakage
continues after retightening, replace the
Nylon tube, nut and sleeve with a set of new
ones.

Lubrication port

Oil tank
Oil level gauge

Fig. 25

Check oil tank for proper oil level and see if
the hydraulic oil has not been whitened or
emulsified.
Its whitish color means aeration in pump.
Re-tighten piping and correct the level of oil.
Emulsification means water in the hydraulic
oil. Replace the oil.

Maintenance
㼍㻕 Oil filter replacement (Fig.26)

Initial replacement: After 25 hours of operation
T h e r e a f t e r : In every 500 hours of operation
CAUTION: Use genuine Mikasa filter paper
with 10 microns only. Replace it if suction
resistance has exceeded 254mmHg. (at
operating temperature of 60 degrees C)
㼎㻕

Hydraulic oil replacement
Though it depends on load, normally it should
be replaced in every 1,000 to 1,500 hours of
operation. Remove drain plug off oil tank and
hose joint to drain old oil before refilling it with
25 liters of recommended oil. Use care not to
allow dust, foreign matter or water to enter.

CAUTION: Dispose of the oil which pulled out
as the appropriate waste done regulations of.
Recommended wear resistant hydraulic oil:
Viscosity: ISO VG32
equivalent, for cold
region
ISO VG46 or 56 equivalent, for general
and warm region
(At the factory shipment, machine is filled with
Idemitsu Duffny Super Hydro 46ST.)
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Fig. 26

Installation
a) 1/4 (pipe thread) hydraulic hose tightening torque:250kg-cm
b) 1/4 (pipe thread) hydraulic hose tightening torque:380kg-cm
c) Installing the Nylon tube (Fig.27)

Insert nut and sleeve to the Nylon tube.
 ەNylon tube should extend from sleeve end by
about 10mm.
 ەInsert the Nylon tube straight all the way into
connection of the joint.
䖃 With the Nylon tube thus inserted, tighten nut
fully with fingers. Then, tighten it further with
wrench to leave 1 -1.5cm of thread of joint
remaining.
(Tightening torque: 100 -140kg-cm)

Nut

Sleeve

ە

Tube

㹫㹫

Fig. 27

CAUTION:
䖃 Watch for insufficient depth of insertion
for sleeve and Nylon tube into joint.
䖃 Watch for insufficient tightening of nut.
These are the two points to be carefully
watched during replacement work.
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13㻌㻌LUBRICATION
㻌㻌 㻌㻌 㻌㻌
CHART
䖃㻌 VIBRATOR OIL

䖃㻌Bearing cover

every 300 hours
Engine oil SAE10W-30 ( 0.9L )

every 50 hours onto grease fittings

Drain plug

Oil level plug
( Vibrator oil injection port )

grease fittings

䖃㻌 Traveling lever, Throttle lever

every 50 hours
(Supply sliding part with lubricating oil)
䖃㻌 DEAD-MAN Arrester
every 50 hours onto grease fittings
㼀㼞㼍㼢㼑㼘㼘㼕㼚㼓㻌㼘㼑㼢㼑㼞
Vibration switch
㻴㼛㼞㼚㻌㼎㼡㼠㼠㼛㼚

DEAD-MAN Arrester

䖃㻌Handle stopper

every 50 hours onto grease fittings
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䖃

Counter shaft for vibration
every 50 hours onto grease fittings

 ەReplacement of engine oil

First time: 20 hours
Afterward : every :100 hours
Engine oil for Gasoline SJ class
: SAE10W-30
Extreme cold region (Less than -10 degrees) : SAE5W-30

 ەHydraulic oil

every 1,000-1,500 hours ( 25 liters )
Lubrication port

Oli tank
Oil level gauge

 ەBearing cover & drum bracket

every 50 hours onto grease fittings

 ەParking brake

every 50 hours onto grease fittings

Ｌ
Brake

Ｌ
 ەReplacement of oil filter
 ەSpring ball plunger of LEVER (P V 10)

every 50 hours onto sliding part

First time 25 hours
Afterward every 500 hours
( Oil filter use 10 μ filter-paper )

Hydraulic pump

M8 Bolt
Slide plate
Spring ball plunger

Guide
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14. Figure of hydraulic circuit

Traveling motor

Traveling motor

7/16 check valve

7/16 check valve

(QJLQH

Filter
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Pump

15㸬Troubleshooting
12

2.

Engine

On vibration

On traveling

Not start
Check of Parking
brake off

Battery check
Wire harness check
Check and repair by
engine maintenance
manual

Clutch repair or
change

Do not vibrate or weak

Not smooth

Not travel

Check of centrifugal clutch
of engine (slips)
2.
12

12
Check of centrifugal clutch
of engine (slips)

Clutch repair or change

2.
Damage of E/G V-belt
and slip
12
2.
V-belt change and
tension adjustment

12 Damage of rubber coupling
and flange
2.
Part replacement 12 Check of traveling cable
and repair
and link
2.
Part replacement 12
Check of scraper warping
and repair
and mud clogged, etc.
2.
Part replacement

Check of electro-magnetic clutch
switch and related wiring, and
battery voltage.
12

Check of hydraulic system
( Pump, motor, pipe laying, etc. )
Check of oil tank
( Quantity of oilGirt, etc.)
12
2.
Supplement of oil,
or exchange
Exchange or repair

12
Exchange or repair
12

Check of oil filter
(DamageblindingHWF
2.
12
Filter change

Battery charge

Check of oil pipe laying
(Damage,Oil leak,etc.)
2.
12
Part replacement
and repair

Check of hydraulic pump
(Damage,Oil leak,etc.)
2.
Pressure measurement
(Relief pressure, charge pressure)
2.
12
Check of hydraulic motor
(Damage,Oil leak,etc.)

12

2.
Test run of hydraulic motor only
2.
Repair in drum ( gear, bearing, etc.)
2.
Check of drum spin

2.

12
Part replacement
or repair

Check of electro-magnetic
clutch for vibration
12

2.

Part replacement
or repair
Check of clutch,
vibrator pulley, V-belt
12
2.
V-belt change
Check whether vibrator pulley
turns around smoothly by hand
2.
Check and repair Vibrator unit
(Check of plethora of oil quantity, too)
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